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Matrix Mathematics: Theory, Facts, and Formulas, 2nd ed., Dennis S. Bernstein, Princeton University Press,
Princeton, NJ (2009). $69.50, xxxix+1139 pp., Paperback, ISBN 978-0-691-14039-1
Matrices are everywhere.
It was great pleasure and an instructive endeavor to read and review this huge, interesting, nicely
written, and, above all, useful compendium of matrices and their “mathematics”. The book Matrix
Mathematics, to which the author, Dennis S. Bernstein, according to his own words, devoted two
decades, is marvelous, especially bearing in mind that this is a 1200-page one-man show. I try to
imagine the effort that went into the book: collecting and digesting an up-to date bibliography which
consists of 1540 references (and covers 86 pages), selecting the target audience, designing a consistent
book outline, designing a good navigation system appropriate for the huge content, and then writing,
writing,writing, checking, correcting, and then all over again. The transition from theﬁrst to the second
edition alone, including increase of volume by some 60%, took four years.
Encyclopedic compendiaareusually theproductof effort ofmanypeople indifferent roles: someone
sets the stage and chooses the audience, someone decides upon the content, someone designs the
outline and selects the topics and, then, different experts write different chapters. Here all was done
by a single person. This fact deﬁnitely has its impact, and it is mostly a “non-negative” one. Some
complaints might be (not in the order of importance) that certain parts of the book look too much
like a theoretical treatise on inequalities, some issues are covered too extensively, for some parts more
commonly used references might have been cited, there is sometimes too much (though interesting)
facts on cases in 2- or 3-dimensions, there are too few (almost no) examples, some subjects (like
facts related to graphs or perturbation theory) are not covered in depth, etc. Well, a good horse has
a hundred faults, a bad horse has just one. Very interesting, and somewhat unexpected parts, are the
concluding two chapters which give detailed treaties of two specialized subjects, matrix exponentials
and stability theory and linear systems and control. This is due to author’s preferences – Bernstein is
a professor at the Department of Aerospace Engineering at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and
most of his more than two hundred research papers deal with stability and control.
Before going into a detailed description of the contents, let me state some general impressions. The
book is not for everyone – in order to digest it, a good overall knowledge of the subject is required.
However, if this prerequisite is satisﬁed, the reader will be rewarded by a pleasure in making many
interesting discoveries. Special thanks go to the author for including facts onmany special caseswhich
cannot readily be found elsewhere. Reading (or at least skimming) the book is recommended as a good
way to have the idea of all the things one can ﬁnd. As a reference, the book is excellent and provides
more facts that can be found in most other general sources. But, the reader should be prepared for
somewhat tedious work. The author invested a lot of effort into designing the best possible navigation
aids: the book concludes with a very detailed 161-page Index, after each bibliography item the pages
where it was cited are listed, and there is a separate 12-page Author Index. Also, the book starts with
a list of special symbols sorted by chapters. In spite of these extensive navigation aids, looking for
facts can be time consuming, but this is expected for such a monograph. An example: for Hamiltonian
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matrices the index has twenty entries, and the corresponding facts are scattered on 12 different pages.
The book is, of course, organized around topics and not types of matrices.
Atoms of the book are Deﬁnitions, Facts (mostly), Lemmas, Propositions, Theorems, Corollaries, Re-
marks, Problems and Examples. They are all short and concise. Remarks serve the purpose of clarifying
some issues about Facts or other atoms. Some statements are proved, for some others references to
proofs are given. The choice of proofs or references to proofs which are included in the book seems a
little arbitrary, and the examples very scarce. Nevertheless, the proofs included are helpful (especially
to the experienced reader). Onemust also bear inmind that the bookwas nevermeant to be a textbook.
Theﬁrst chapter, 84pages of Preliminaries, covers basics of logic, sets, numbers, functions, relations,
graphs, and various identities and inequalities, some of which are quite advanced. An example of the
detailed exposition are 31 different binomial identities. Another nice feature is a multitude of scalar
identities and inequalities for one, two, three, four, six, eight, n, 2n, 3n and complex variables – a dense,
but elaborate treatise of inequalities, some of which are quite exotic.
The second chapter, slightly less than a hundred pages on Basic Matrix Properties, covers material
which ranges from basic linear algebra to sophisticated results, like the extension of Cramer’s rule to
non-square matrices (Fact 2.13.8) or an unusual result by Ramanujan (Fact 2.12.24). Besides standard
topics like range, null-space, rank, defect, cones, convex hulls, subspaces, and determinants, there are
also sections on partitioned matrices, left and right inverses, commutators and majorization. Solution
of a systemof linear equations is explained in conjunctionwith the left invertibility of the givenmatrix.
To illustrate the author’s love for variants: there are ten formulas for inverses of partitioned matrices
(Proposition 2.8.7 and Corollary 2.8.9) and ﬁve versions of a matrix inversion lemma (Corollary 2.8.8)
plus the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula (Fact 2.16.3 for rank-one updates) and amore general
version in Fact 2.16.21.
The third chapter is a seventy page treatise of Matrix Classes and Transformations which includes
deﬁnitions of 64 basic matrix types, from group invertible and involuntary, to Toeplitz and Hankel to
Hamiltonian and symplectic. Besides numerous facts on all the deﬁned types of matrices and their
transformations, there are short but useful sections on Lie algebras and groups, matrices related to
graphs, and commutators. The special attention given to three-dimensional spaces is illustrated by 44
facts about cross product (Fact 3.10.1). Throughout the rest of the book, the author returns to classes
of matrices which are ﬁrst deﬁned here.
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are ﬁrst introduced in the fourth chapter titled Polynomial Matrices
and Rational Matrix Functions. The concept of this ﬁfty page chapter is somewhat unexpected, but
also interesting. The author starts the chapter by deﬁning polynomial matrices, goes on to prove
theorems about the Smith decomposition, and then deﬁnes eigenvalues as zeros of the characteristic
polynomial. The ﬁrst part of the chapter contains all the important theorems, most of them with
proofs. The second part contains many facts about polynomials, including characteristic and minimal
polynomials, rational functions, and the spectrum. The chapter concludes with an elaborate section
on non-negative matrices.
Chapter ﬁve deals with Matrix Decompositions. In 88 pages the author gives deﬁnitions and facts
about Smith, multicompanion, hypercompanion and Jordan forms, and about basic matrix decom-
positions – Schur decomposition, singular value decomposition, polar decomposition and Kronecker
canonical form for matrix pencils. Facts are given about eigenvalues and singular values of one, two
or more matrices, including facts on the determinant and trace. Special matrices like Vandermonde,
circulant andHadamardmatrices are also treated. ExistenceofQRandLUdecompositions ismentioned
without any details.
Chapters six and seven are nice treatises onGeneralized inverses andKronecker and SchurAlgebras,
respectively. Chapter six provides an extensive coverage of theMoore–Penrose inverse, Drazin inverse
and generalized group inverse. Chapter seven covers the Kronecker product and sum and the Schur
product, including facts on eigenvalues, rank, solution of Sylvester’s equation and the Binet–Cauchy
formula.
Positive-semideﬁnite Matrices are covered in 138 pages in Chapter eight. This being the longest
chapter is expected – not only are such matrices most important in applications, but the theoretical
results aremost complete andabundant. Theauthor starts theexpositionwith the conceptof orderings,
and thengives all classical results oneigenvalues (both identities and inequalities) for one, two, ormore
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matrices and many more. The chapter also contains facts about trace, determinant, quadratic forms,
and matrix functions (exponential, logarithm, square root), simultaneous diagonalization of matrix
pairs, etc.
The coverage of Norms is postponed until Chapter nine. Again, the author is thorough – the chapter
deals not only with classical norms, but also with the Schatten norm, trace norm, column norm,
row norm and matricial norm. Facts on connections between norms and eigenvalues, singular values,
determinants and traces are given for one, two or more matrices, as well as for partitioned matrices.
This is also anatural place todealwithperturbationbounds. The chapter contains someclassical results
for eigenvalues like the Hoffman–Wielandt theorem, several results by Weyl and the Eckart–Young
theorem, aswell as perturbation bounds for the solutions of linear systems and least squares problems.
However, the Bauer–Fike theorem and facts on the condition number of the eigenvector matrix are
missing, with only pointers to further reading given at the end of the chapter.
The tenth chapter provides a good but basic coverage of Functions ofMatrices and Their Derivatives.
The user will ﬁnd basic facts on sets, limits, continuity, deﬁnitions of matrix functions and their
derivatives, and particular facts about matrix square root and sign function. Although some other
literature may serve the purpose of this chapter better, the content serves the author as a good setting
for the ﬁnal chapters which are the core of author’s scientiﬁc interests.
The topics covered in the two ﬁnal chapters are ﬁne examples of applications of “matrixmathemat-
ics”. Each chapter extends over slightly less than 90 pages. Chapter eleven, TheMatrix Exponential and
Stability Theory, starts by deﬁnitions and basic facts about matrix exponentials (explicit expressions
are given for dimension two which may be useful for a quick reference), the matrix logarithm and
principal logarithm. The secondpart of the chapter deﬁnes notions of Lyapunov stability, semi-stability
and asymptotic stability, and then specializes these concepts to linear and discrete time stability
theory. The chapter also treats matrix exponentials in greater detail, and concludes with facts on
stable polynomials, stablematrices, almost non-negativematrices, and subspace decompositionswith
respect to stability. The style of exposition differs slightly from the previous chapters – heremore facts
(Propositions, Theorems and Corollaries) are followed by proofs.
The twelfth and ﬁnal chapter is devoted to Linear Systems and Control Theory. Devotion is a right
word – a difﬁcult topic is covered succinctly, but with enough detail and precision to serve both as
an entry-level overview, and also as a reference to experts. As in the previous chapter, many facts
are proved. However, due to the highly specialized topic, more examples would be welcome. The
chapter starts with a proof of the closed-form solution of the state equation with initial condition
followed by the basics of Laplace transform analysis. After that, standard treatment is given of the
main issues of observability, observable asymptotic stability, detectability, controllability, controllable
asymptotic stability, and stabilizability. Nice applications of these concepts to realization theory, H2
system norm, harmonic steady-state response, system interconnections, standard control problems
and linear-quadratic control problems are given in the sequel. The chapter ends with a collection of
useful facts on various types of solutions of the Riccati and Lyapunov equations, and more facts on
stability, observability and controllability.
To conclude, Bernstein’s Matrix Mathematics, with its wealth of facts and a ﬁne, accurate, and
mathematically correct coverage of the subject, is deﬁnitely a welcome addition to every engineer’s
and mathematician’s library.
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